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* Make sure your child arrives to school on time.

* Should wear clothes they know how to get into and out of,          

so that they don’t have trouble when using the bathroom.

* Double knot shoelaces… if your child doesn’t know how to tie 

their shoes.

* We do a lot of cutting in Kindergarten. If your child has 

difficulty cutting, please practice at home.

* If your child cannot write their name (one uppercase letter and 

the rest lowercase), please practice this skill daily.



Safety Matters!



Safety Matters!



* Please put your child’s FIRST name on    
   jackets, water bottle, and lunch boxes.

* Your child should have a regular-sized 
   backpack with no wheels.



Every Kindergarten 
teacher has a DAILY 

take-home folder.
 It may look different from 

teacher to teacher…
but please check and 

return every day!



We have Morning Meetings…



…and Morning Greetings!











We do all kinds of activities with letters: 

 * reading books
 * making crafts
 * writing words
 * singing, signing, and dancing with 

 our new friend, Jack Hartmann!



We learn about…

        * beginning sounds of words
         * middle sounds of words 
         * ending sounds of words 
         * rhyming words
         * blending sounds to make words
         * segmenting sounds in words
         * substituting sounds to make new words

    … with our new best friend, Mrs. Bottari!



Rhyming Word 
Puzzles

Reading Decodables 
and Identifying Words 

with Sounds/Skills 
Taught

Alphabet Puzzles



Listen to Reading

Reading with 
Fluency

Lexia and 
Dreambox



We want our 
kiddos to feel 

empowered as they 
become authors 
and illustrators! 



Learning how to write letters!

Learning how to 
write words!



Writing through 
sight word games!

Building and writing 
sentences!



These kiddos can write words and sentences using skills learned!



Progression of Writing 
through the School Year!



Progression of Writing through the School Year!



Our goal is for the kiddos 
to retell a story from 
beginning to end using 
characters and settings.

Reflecting on why they 
like or dislike a book helps 
with their comprehension.





Calendar 
Math



We learn how to 
write numbers 

correctly through 
number songs/chants!



We learn many different 
things in Math like…

* tools/strategies  (drawing pictures) 

* vocabulary (greater than/less than)

* symbols  ( +  -  = )



Addition using different tools 
             and strategies

Subtraction using different tools 
       and strategies



Learning 
strategies from 
our friends to 

solve other 
types of 

problems!



2D Shape Hunts!

Measuring objects with nonstandard units 
like cubes!



Resources

* Art
* Media
* Computer
* Music
* P.E.



Lunch!

* Please work with your child in learning how to open their 
lunch items independently.

* Be sure to check out PTO’s website for our Kindergarten 
field trip shirt and other Spirit Wear. The kiddos like to wear 
the yellow shirts on our WOW days!



Snack Time!!



Recess!!!



We do alot of academic 
learning in Kindergarten 

but… 
we also learn to love and 

have fun! 



Future Kindergartener
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